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Congrats to making it to February and a new issue of Coach's
Corner. Hope everyone had a good first month of second semester
and I wish everyone the best of luck for the rest of the year. 

To keep track of all these amazing events, use Coach's Corner which
is a monthly newsletter that will keep you updated on all the current
events in our faculty. All updates will be added here in a fun and
creative way so defiantly keep a lookout.
If you have something you want to share, send an email to
coachescorner@pheksa.queensu.ca! Everyone is welcome to add. 

Good luck and hope everyone is excited for all the events we have
coming up soon. 

HEY KIN, 





February Events



Queen's Concussion Awareness Committee (QCAC) strives to raise awareness within the
Queen's community and break the stigma surrounding concussions while offering support
for those who are currently, or have previously, suffered from a concussion. The executive
team comprises 19 individuals who work in different sub-committees to organize events,
support students, and raise awareness about concussions' impacts. QCAC has a General
Members Team that allows for greater student involvement. Each year, QCAC hosts a
conference to discuss and promote new conversations surrounding concussions, lived-
experiences and helpful resources. Our previous conferences' theme covered
concussions in sport and military environments, whereas other years have been more
general. This year, the conference has been replaced by a speaker series developed by the
General Members Team and consists of diverse guest speakers sharing their experience
and knowledge about concussions. To provide student-oriented assistance, QCAC created
a Mentorship Program this year to pair individuals suffering from a concussion with
someone who has the experience and may offer support and share resources. Also, we
started a helpline that allows students to describe their situation and gain valuable
guidance and resources to support their road to recovery. Stay tuned for more info
regarding future events and speakers!

Concussion Awareness Committee



How to stay sane in 2021
by Ryan Chen

Hey hey friends, happy 2021!  We’re living in some pretty wild
times right now but that shouldn’t stop us from striving to do
our best! Here are a few tips to make sure we’re all living happy
and healthy.

Disconnect from all the news and notifications and enjoy some
time to yourself. You can read a book, cook something, or go for
a walk! Whatever it is, it’ll bring some peace and quiet to an
otherwise crazy life.

Get GOOD sleep. Getting the recommended number of hours is
great but make sure it's also quality sleep! Create a relaxing
bedtime routine and minimize screen time or at the very least
use your phone's blue light filter and dim the brightness. 
Exercise and eat good food! I’m sure you’ve already learned the
millions of benefits on your body and brain. 

Quarantine can make the days and hours blend together so if
you haven't yet, create a schedule for your week. Plan time for
work and time for rest. Any bit of structure you can add to your
week will help.



Most of us have a bit more time on our hands than usual. This is
a perfect time to pick up a new hobby or try mastering
something new. It’s always fun to pick at your brain by learning
something new every day. 

There's nothing wrong with chatting with your besties and
housemates every day but be sure to stay connected and check
in with friends and family you don’t get to talk to as often!

Also don't forget to follow @_pheksa_ on Instagram for updates
and fun events where you can stay connected with the Kin fam.
#shamelessplug

Stay healthy by staying covid free! Wear a mask, keep your
distance, and stay safe folks.



Happy Valentines Day KIN!!!




